Prevalence of Multiple Symptoms

Walsh, et al. Supportive Care in Cancer, 2000
Oncology patients on admission to a palliative care unit (n=1000) Prevalence of symptoms -Pain -84% -Easy fatigue -69% -Weakness -66% -Anorexia -66% -Lack of energy -61% -Dry mouth -57% -Constipation -52% -Early satiety -51% -Dyspnea -50% -> 10% weight loss -50% -Sleep problems -49% -Depression -41% 
Descriptive and Intervention Studies
Symptom Cluster Research
Symptom clusters and their effect on functional status (Dodd, Miaskowski, & Paul, ONF 28(3):465-470, 2001) Symptom clusters in elderly patients with lung cancer (Gift et al., ONF 31(2):203-209, 2004) Symptom clusters in patients with lung cancer (Gift et al., Nursing Res 52(6):393-400, 2003) 
Definition -Symptom Cluster
A symptom cluster is three or more concurrent symptoms that are related to each other. Dodd, Miaskowski, & Paul ONF 28(3):465-470, 2001 Symptom Clusters and Their Effect on Functional Status -1 (Dodd, Miaskowski, & Paul, ONF 28(3):465-470, 2001) 
